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Miss universe philippines 2012 question and answer

Miss Universe Philippines 2012 in this Filipino name, middle name or mother's family name is Raimundo and the father's family name or is Tugonon. Janine Togunbonbeganin Marie Raimundo Togonon (1989-10-19) 19 October 1989 (age 31) Orion, Patan, PhilippinesAlma materUniversity of Santo TomasHeight5 ft 8 in (1.73 m)[1]
TitleMiss Universe Philippines 2012Beauty title of blackcolor colorcolor BrownMajorcompetition (s)Binibining Pilip 2011 (1st Runner)Binibining Pilipinas 2012 (Winner – Miss Universe Philippines 2012)Miss Universe 2012 (1st Runner-up) Janine Marie Raimundo Tugonon (born in Orion, Patan, Philippines) Filipino fashion model, TV
presenter, The actress and beauty queen title holder who was crowned Miss Universe Philippines 2012 and later finished 1st runner-up at Miss Universe 2012. [2] Togoon's early life completed a pharmacy degree with Latin Honors (Cum Laude) at Santo Thomas University in Manila and became a licensed pharmacy in June 2010. [3]
Togonon also attended the Lisa Makoja School of Ballet Manila as a ballet protégé while attending university. In 2010, Togonon was titled Miss Pharmacy and Miss Thomasian 2010 in the UST Binibining Pilipinas competition in 2011, togoon placed 1st runner-up in the Pilipinas Beninning contest 2011. The ultimate winner was Shamsi
Subsup (her roommate). In 2012, Janine again entered the contest and won the Miss Universe Philippines title 2012,[4][5] getting the right to represent the Philippines in the Miss Universe 2012 competition. [6] Miss Universe 2012 on December 19, 2012, Togonon competed in Miss Universe 2012 at Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino in
Las Vegas, USA where she finished 1st runner-up to Olivia Culpo of usa. [2] Tognon was the only Asian to be placed in the top 5. The Philippines is in the top five for the third year in a row. During the last part of the question and answer to the competition, Togunon asked a question via Twitter and Judge Nigel Parker read it: As an
international ambassador, do you think speaking English should be a prerequisite for being Miss Universe? Why or why not? Tugonon replied: For me, being Miss Universe is not just about knowing how to speak a particular language - it is to be able to influence and inspire others. So whatever language you have, as long as your heart is
to serve and you have a strong mind to show people, then, you can be Miss Universe. Togonon is second to The Philippines, second only to Miriam Cuyambao in the 1999 Miss Universe. [Need to Cite] Modeling 2012-2016: After Miss Universe 2012 and modeling career after the competition, she was honored to cover various Filipino-
based magazines such as Preview, Metro, and FilJap Magazine, which eventually made it into the international fashion industry. Togonon now lives in the United States and is pursuing her studies. He walked multiple fashion shows all over America. Two of her biggest endorsements are Wells Fargo and Her latest assignment was on the
commercial of Victoria's Secret Pink. [8] Tugonon's personal life relationship with Jaibe Santos was put in the spotlight. The two separated in March 2013. Togonon, along with Santos, appeared on KrisTV ABS-CBN in April 2013 where she admitted to being a huge fan of the script as well as her separation from Santos due to her contact
with O'Donoghue, after host Chris Aquino publicly embarrassed Santos in front of the camera. However, Togonon stated that she had not had an affair with the singer and that the separation was only for the purpose of thinking about things. However, Togonon has received much criticism from Internet users for her actions towards Santos
on national television. [9] [10] References ^ Janine Togonon returned; Fans cheer. INQUIRER.net - via lifestyle.inquirer.net. ^ A Santos B, Matica (20 December 2012). Philippines Miss Universe. Philippines Daily Inquirer. Accessed December 20, 2012. ^ June 2010 Pharmacy Board exam results. PRC Board exam results. 25 June 2010.
Accessed December 26, 2012. ^ Topaz, Voltaire (June 14, 2012) Last year runner-up was crowned 2012 Bb Pilipinas Universe, Rappler.com ^ Penning Pilipinas Winners 2012. Archived from the original version on May 4, 2012. Accessed April 18, 2012. ^ (April 17, 2012) Fast Facts About Bb. Pilipinas 2012 Janine Tugonon, ABS-
CBNnews.com ^ Janine Tugonon stay in the United States for good. ABS-CBN News. Accessed January 17, 2019. ^ Hot Stuff: Miss Universe Philippines 2012 Janine Tugononon is now a Victoria's Secret model. ABS-CBN lifestyle. Accessed January 17, 2019. ^ Valisa, Karen. Janine Tugonon and her boyfriend break up. Philippines ^
Sallan, Edward. Netizens are divided over Janine Tugonon's split with her boyfriend on the script front. Archived from the original version in 2013-04-20. Retrieval 2013-04-24.Interaksyon.com the full file of Janine Tugonon quickly facts about Bb. Pilipinas 2012 Janine Tugonon Awards and achievements preceded by Olesya Stefanko Miss
Universe (1st Runner-up Until)2012 left by Patricia Urena Rodríguez preceded by Supsupsup Supsup Miss Universe Philippines 2 012 Arida Arida succeeded by Diyan Necio Binibining Pilipinas (1st Runner)2011 Yen Kay Mall succeeded recovering from around the world, women who dream of becoming Miss Universe train throughout
their lives, sacrifice d'a lot, and join as many times as necessary to get a chance to compete. Here are some of the top candidates who provided the best answers in the question-and-answer round and ended up only in first place. Sometimes, a great answer just isn't enough. Paula Andrea Betancourt of Medellin, Colombia, was the most
visible candidate miss universe in 1993. Paula answered all her questions in Spanish in a very quick, reliable, confident, and smiley way. Competed in Mexico City, Mexico, Dayanara Torres of Puerto Rico won the crown. Question: If you're going to be Miss Universe, what's the most important thing you want to achieve? Answer: Since I
came from the Amazon land in [Colombia], we are like my lungs in the world. What I would like to do is to add my voice to all the countries of the world in an environmental campaign, so that we can conserve our natural resources. So that we can present it to our children, who are the future of the world. So they can live in a healthy and
loving environment. This was the year when India was seeking its first ever one-way win in Windhoek, Namibia. The outgoing Queen, Sushmita Sen, Miss Universe 1994, provided one of the best answers in the history of the contest the previous year. If there was one candidate who could outperform her, it was Manpreet Bra from Delhi,
India. Her well-felt voice and very quiet nature added to the way she gave her answers. Top 6 Interview - Judges QuestionsI: If you find yourself discriminating against you because of race, what will you do? Answer: There is a saying: If your back is bent, then only someone will climb on it. So stand upright and no one will ever get on your
back, that's all. Question: If you had the ability to do anything you wanted to improve the status of women in your country, what would you do? A: I would like to give women in my ability and the right to choose. The right to choose their lives, the right to choose what they want to do with their lives. Only then will individuals, not only
mothers, daughters or wives, but individuals... Thinking, living individuals. The Philippines came close to capturing its third crown during Miss Universe 2012. Janine Togonon continued to finish fifth for the third year in a row. The question was sent on Twitter, and Judge Nigel Parker asked him: As an international ambassador, do you
think speaking English should be a prerequisite for being Miss Universe? Why or why not? Answer: For me, being Miss Universe is not just about knowing how to speak a specific language. It's the ability to influence and inspire others. So what.... (Applause audience) so whatever language you have, as long as your heart is to serve and
you have a strong mind to show people, then you can be Miss Universe. Thank you. At this stage, many observers of the competition thought they would win. But it was Miss USA, Oilivia Culpo, who eventually triumphed, to become the eighth Miss USA to win the coveted title. Ironically, janine's former miss Venezuela, Irene Esser,
spoiled her question and final answer as she struggled to answer in English. Whenever a candidate loses a better answer, many fans were quick to post on social media that the contest was rigged, that referees from the same country, or that the organization preferred the winning country because they would host or host the contest. In
The general impression of judges about candidates, the personalities of the judges and the backgrounds that make the difference. Typically, the great contest answers may be overly sound, giving the impression that the candidate lacks originality, in contrast to a more explicit and casual answer that may depict a more honest and
approaching person. Ultimately, it really boils down to who judges like the best and feel can fulfill the role of Miss Universe. – Rappler.comVoltaire has 10 years of experience in the fashion industry. Previously worked with luxury clothing and brand accessories in Los Angeles, California. He graduated from the Honors At the Fashion
Institute of Design and Promotion, specializing in fashion design. He also holds a bachelor's degree in applied economics and a bachelor's degree in marketing from DLSU. He now does real estate but finds time to follow his emotions in his spare time. Time.
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